Dreamtime: Aborginal Stories
Australia’s most famous Aboriginal writer offers reminiscences of her childhood on Stradboke Island off the Queensland coast, communicating her pride in her heritage, and presents a collection of traditional Aboriginal folklore.
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**Customer Reviews**

This book gives an interpretation first hand of what life for the aboriginies was like under the pressure of white society. Also, it tells its readers about the Aboriginies’ explanations for how the world was created and what different things like the Southern Cross are. Have some respect.

Beautifully illustrated folk tales of aboriginal life. The writing gives you a feeling that you are sitting around a relative’s table listening to stories that teach and inspire. I use this book in my art class to teach about aboriginal art and illustrating a Dreamtime tale. Students love it.

While Oodgeroo’s stories can be interesting, it’s Bronwyn Bancroft’s wonderful illustrations that make this book a must for the bookshelf. I never get tired of looking at these beautiful pictures. A treasure for young and old alike.
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